Spooky Cat Treat Box
Pizza Box
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Dimensions:
-Basic Gray: 3" x 2-1/4" (cat)
-Cajun Craze & Whisper White: scraps (greeting)
-Spooky Night Designer Series Paper (DSP): 3-1/4" x 3-1/4" (box lid), (4) 3-1/4" x 3/4" (sides of
box), 3-1/4" x 3-1/4" (scallop frame)
-Vintage Crochet Trim: 1"
-Black Rhinestone Jewels: 1 medium & 1 small
-Window Sheet: 3" x 3"
-Pizza Box: 1
Instructions:
1. Lay the pizza box down so the matte side is facing up. Attach the "box lid" DSP piece to the
center of the box lid section (sections with the half-circle cut). Attach the "sides of box" DSP
pieces across the center of the side sections of the box.
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2. Lay the #5 circle die (with the smallest being #1) from the Layering Circles Framelits Dies onto
the center of the lid, and run it through the Big Shot using the following sandwich: (beginning
from the bottom) Big Shot Platform with thin die adapter, Standard Cutting Pad, box, die, and
Standard Cutting Pad. Put Tear & Tape Adhesive along all four edges of the Window Sheet
piece. Remove the paper-backing from the adhesive, and attach the Window Sheet onto the
center of the lid section, on the inside (shiny side) of the box. This will turn the opening just
made into a "window".
3. Die-cut a scallop circle out of the "scallop frame" DSP piece using the second, largest scallop
circle die. Die-cut a circle out of the middle of the scallop circle die-cut using the #5 circle die.
Attach the scallop circle frame around the window of the box (on DSP side of lid).
4. Punch a cat out of the Basic Gray piece using the Cat Punch. Stamp the eyes/nose stamp from
the Spooky Cat Stamp Set onto the cat's face using the Tuxedo Black Memento Pad. Wrap the
Vintage Crochet Trim around the cat's neck, and attach the ends to the back of the cat's neck.
Attach a medium-sized rhinestone from the Black Rhinestone Jewels to the bottom, center of
the crochet trim. Attach a small rhinestone underneath the medium-sized one. Attach the cat to
the bottom, left corner of the box lid using Stampin' Dimensionals (see first picture).
5. Stamp the "Eat at your own risk" stamp onto a scrap piece of Whisper White cardstock using the
Memento Pad. Die-cut it out with the smallest circle die. Die-cut a scallop circle out of a scrap
piece of Cajun Craze Cardstock using the second, smallest scallop circle die. Attach the
greeting circle onto the center of the scallop circle, and attach it to the top, right corner of the
box using Stampin' Dimensionals (see first picture).
6. Fold the box along it's score lines to put it together.

• Spooky Cat Photoplymer Bundle - 146014
Price: $31.50
• Spooky Cat Photopolymer Stamp Set - 144749
Price: $17.00
• Cat Punch - 144666
Price: $18.00
• Tuxedo Black Memento Ink Pad - 132708
Price: $6.00
• Basic Gray 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 121044
Price: $8.00
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• Cajun Craze 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 119684
Price: $8.00
• Whisper White 8-1/2" X 11" Cardstock - 100730
Price: $9.00
• Window Sheets - 142314
Price: $5.00
• Vintage Crochet Trim - 144611
Price: $6.00
• Black Rhinestone Jewels - 144639
Price: $5.00
• Big Shot - 143263
Price: $110.00
• Layering Circle Framelits Dies - 141705
Price: $35.00
• Snail Adhesive - 104332
Price: $7.00
• Tear & Tape Adhesive - 138995
Price: $7.00
• Stampin' Dimensionals - 104430
Price: $4.00
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